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  Pierre Lalonde
  Golf Performance Coach
 TPI Level 3
    

  3D Biomechanics, Golf mechanics, Juniors, Power &amp;
Strength Coach.
  

A properly functioning body allows a player to swing a golf club in the most efficient way
possible.

  

TPI has analyzed how physical limitations in a player’s body can adversely affect the golf swing
and potentially lead to injury.

  

TPI believes golfers will benefit the most from a healthy and efficient body.

  

TPI does not believe in one way to swing a club, rather in an infinite number of swing styles.
But, we do believe there is one efficient way for every player to swing and it is based on what
the player can physically do.

        

TPI Screening

  

TPI Fitness

  

TPI Power Training
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website: http://www.mytpi.com

  

  Amm3D
  

Amm3D  Electromagnetic Systems 12 sensors 240 samoles per second
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    K-VEST

  

K-VEST has emerged as the industry leader in real-time biofeedback training. The new
Unleashed platform combines visual and auditory biofeedback to provide players with feedback
on swing drills (full swing/short game) as well as stability/mobility based exercises. When a
player is in a desired position, they receive visual feedback via a green 3D animation while
music simultaneously provides positive reinforcement. Once they are out of the desired range,
the animation turns red and the music ceases. All biofeedback programs are fully customizable
based on desired style and a player's physical abilities. Our 6D software includes an additional
24 biofeedback drills for top and impact.

  

  

Measures : your swing  efficiency, where you generate (and lose) power, sequence,
timing.

  

website: http://www.k-vest.com
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  Trackman Pro
  

  

Trackman tracks the flight of the ball and the movement of the club. Tells the coach why the ball
did what it did and what the club to cause that.

  

  

  

website: http://trackmangolf.com

  

  BodiTrack
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Élan de Lucas Glover (Gagnant du US Open ) sur Swing Catalyst.

  

website: http://boditraksports.com/golf/

  

  Sam PuttLab The complete Putting Solution
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  SAM PuttLab is an analysis and training system based on an accurate ultrasoundmeasurements. It analyzes the  28 most important parameters of your putting stroke anddisplays the results in easy to understand graphic reports. Discover your individual strengthsand weaknesses for a better and more efficient training.  

  Analyse Sam putt Lab 3D  website: http://www.scienceandmotion.com    The #1 Video Analysis Software in Sports
        

  

V1 Pro is the most preferred video analysis of coaches, instructors and training facilities worldwide to Capture, Compare & Improve the performance of their athletes.

  
      

  

website: http://www.v1golf.com

  

  Services Menu
        
 1 Lesson (1 hour)
  

85$
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 5 Lessons (5 hours)
  

400$

  
    
 10 Lessons (10 hours)
  

700$

  
    
 TPI Program plus 12 Lessons
 (14 hours)
  

1200$

  
      

For Beginner….Introduction to the game: taking lessons simply makes learning the game
easier. And improvement in your play takes place much quicker. Which will increase your
enjoyment.

        
 5 Lessons ( 5 hours)
  

350$
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  The Adult Coaching Program uses the Coaching Model to help players of all skill levels to lowertheir scores - Guaranteed! We start out on the course to learn your game and create anindividualized improvement plan to accomplish your golfing goals. We then personalize yourpurposeful practice routine and use this system to accelerate your golfing goal. If your intent isdropping 10 shots off your game, then this is the program for you!  Are you looking to drastically lower your scores?
  

We will simplify and accelerate the learning process so you will achieve lasting results faster
than any other form of golf instruction available.

  

How do we accomplish these results?   We know how great players think, practice and play. So
rather than reinvent the wheel, we coach our players in collegiate style team environment. This
allows for consistent weekly coaching sessions, a competitive team environment and most
importantly more time with your coach on the course!

  

A Plan that is fit for you: 
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 Step 1. We assess your current game & define your golfing goals.   
 Step 2. We create an individualized improvement plan achieve your goals results.   
 Step 3. We determine which sensory teaching method best enables your learning process.   
 Step 4. We give you the tools, skills and routines that will unlock your potential

  

What are the tools and skills we will learn? 
 1st Key - Mastering the Golfing Mindset   
 2nd Key - Understanding and applying The Scoring Game   
 3rd Key - Learning and applying “Purposeful Practice” just like all top players do around the
world

  

What results can you expect? 
 We guarantee we will get you to your goals or we will teach you for FREE.
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